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Background and Objectives: Despite the importance of the morphology of the sinus of Valsalva in the behavior of heart valves and the proper irrigation of coronary arteries, the study of these sinuses from
medical imaging is still limited to manual radii measurements. This paper aims to present an automatic
method to measure the sinuses of Valsalva on medical images, more speciﬁcally on cine MRI and Xray CT.
Methods: This paper introduces an enhanced method to automatically localize and extract each
sinus of Valsalva edge and its relevant points. Compared to classical active contours, this
new image approach enhances the edge extraction of the Sinus of Valsalva. Our process not
only allows image segmentation but also a complex study of the considered region including morphological classiﬁcation, metrological characterization, valve tracking and 2D modeling.
Results: The method was successfully used on single or multiplane cine MRI and aortic CT angiographies. The localization is robust and the proposed edge extractor is more efficient than the
state-of-the-art methods (average success rate for MRI examinations=84% ± 24%, average success
rate for CT examinations=89% ± 11%). Moreover, deduced measurements are close to manual ones.
Conclusions: The software produces accurate measurements of the sinuses of Valsalva. The robustness
and the reproducibility of results will help for a better understanding of sinus of Valsalva pathologies
and constitutes a ﬁrst step to the design of complex prostheses adapted to each patient.

aorta exceeds a well-deﬁned threshold, an aortic root replacement
can be considered [7]. However, aortic root prostheses are almost
cylindrical. Hence all radii are almost equal. In this case, commissures are localized via the valve and each cusp point is the farthest
edge point from the commissures between two of them.
Over the past decade, the aortic valve surgical procedures are
on the increase [8]. When a replacement of the aortic root is required, the shape of the prosthesis must be perfectly adapted to
the morphology of the patient as it is important for valve closure
and stress distribution [9]. However nowadays the aortic root measurement on medical images is still subjective and not normalized
[10,11]. Even if SV do not have a cylindrical structure, but are trifoliate, its measurement is often manually performed from a sagittal long axis view [12] which is not the most relevant orientation.
Moreover, this manual method introduces inter and intra-observer
variations.
In this paper, the study of the SV is extended to multiplane
cine-MRI and static X-ray computed tomography in order to decrease the inﬂuence of the choice of plane and its movements.
After a presentation of the main geometrical properties of the
SV, a new geometrical model is proposed. Therefore mathematical

1. Introduction
The sinus of Valsalva (SV) is a cavity at the base of the aortic root between the sinotubular junction and the cardiac valves
[1–3] (Fig. 1). In a normal morphology, the SV is tricuspid: it is
composed by three anatomic dilations called cusps (Fig. 2a). Each
cusp is associated with a valve. The junction between two valves
along the aortic wall is called a commissure and deﬁnes the limit
of each cusp. The natural center of the SV is the location where
valves touch each other during their closure in the diastolic phase.
Between two commissures, the cusp point is determinated with
farthest edge points from the center.
Bicuspid SV is the most common congenital cardiac abnormality
and affects the morphological structure of the SV [4,5] (Fig. 2b). It
can be congenital [6] or, more ordinary, due to the raphe of two
anatomic leaﬂets. This leads to only two functional leaﬂets.
Another pathology that could affect SV whatever the number of
cusps is an abnormal dilatation: if the maximum diameter of the
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Fig. 1. The sinus of Valsalva and surrounding organs.

Fig. 3. The aortic valve cross-section plane. Example from a MR image.

not reliable in this plane. Tomographic methods, such as CT and
MRI, allow to choose one or several acquisition planes and Burman and al. have already proposed to study the SV in an aortic
valve cross-section plane [15] (Fig. 3), perpendicular to the two left
ventricular outﬂow tract planes. The trifoliate shape of the SV can
be studied from this plane, even if there is plane motion during
cine-MRI acquisition [1]. With some planes parallel to the aortic
valve crosssection plane and covering the whole aortic root, multiplane MRI and CT naturally decrease the effect of these unwanted
movements on measurements and analysis of the SV.

Fig. 2. Location of relevant points and modeling of a tricuspid SV (a) and a bicuspid SV without the right coronary cusp(b) as an overlapping of ellipses. There
are also two other cases for bicuspid SV depending on the missing cusp. C= center; C1,C2,C3: commissures; LC,RC,NC: Left Coronary Cusp, Right Coronary Cusp and
Non Coronary Cusp.

2.2. Anatomic properties and geometrical modeling
morphology has been chosen as the most natural technique to apply on tomographic images of SV. The three main steps of processing are the localization of the SV, the extraction of its edge and the
detection of relevant points. Particularly, a new morphological tool,
the Aurora Transform (AT), is introduced and then used to improve
the automatic extraction of SV edges compared to previous studies
[1,13]. The efficiency and the reliability of each step are assessed
and discussed.
The proposed methods allow image registration, 2D modeling,
valve tracking, morphological classiﬁcation and metrological characterization of SV. This work leads to a software dedicated for a
quick and reliable analysis of the SV and the aortic root.

2.2.1. Anatomic presentation
In an aortic valve cross-section plane, if the complete geometry
and the size of a SV is not known in advance, some properties of
the SV can be listed in order to enclose a priori information in our
global processing:
1. On MR images acquired with Steady-State Free-Precession
(SSFP) sequences and on CT images after injection of contrast
agent, SV are quite bright regions;
2. They are star domains: there is a point inside the SV such that
each segment between the SV edge and this point is included
inside the SV;
3. Their size is in an interval of bounded values.
4. Their size in a slice is almost constant during a cardiac cycle.
5. During breath-hold, respiratory movements and myocardial displacement are reduced.
6. Considering multi-slices acquisitions, there is only a small variation of aortic root position and size between two successive
slices. We call this property the spatial redundancy of the aortic root.

2. Modality and data rendering
In medical image analysis, the modality speciﬁcations and
anatomic geometry knowledge are crucial. These aspects compose
the a priori knowledge. They are the tools to compute data in intelligent way, to obtain a meaningful computer assisted analysis.
In this section, methods and conditions of acquisition that allow to correctly examine the aortic root and the SV are deﬁned.
According to the selected planes, the main geometrical properties
of the shapes depicted by these SV are then described. Afterward,
our contribution to the assisted localization, extraction and analysis of the SV is presented, including the design of pipelines composed by existing tools of image processing and the deﬁnition of a
new useful one.

These properties are always true for all performed examinations, whatever the acquisition technique used.
2.2.2. Mathematical rendering
A geometrical framework must be deﬁned for the various
shapes of SV. In cross-sectional planes, the SV prosthesis and aortic root above the sinotubular junction can be model as a circle or
an ellipse. Bicuspid and tricuspid SV can also be naturally seen as
an overlapping of ellipses (Fig. 2).
An elliptical object is an object whose projection in the discrete
image plane can be assimilated to a discrete ellipse. Let ak , k ∈
1; n be the projection in the image plane of n elliptical objects
(n > 1) that constitute a simply connected shape (it consists of

one piece and does not have any holes) E = nk=1 ak . Let || be the
cardinal number deﬁning the number of pixels in a set and let ∇ 

2.1. Modality specifications
The commonly employed techniques for aortic root examinations are echography, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and X-ray
Computed Tomography (CT). Even if a sagittal long axis view in
transthoracic echography is often used [12,14], there is no global
consensus for the measurement of aortic root dimensions. Moreover, due to its complexity, the measurement of the SV shape is
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Table 1
Number of frames according to data types.

Cine-MRI (one plane)
Multi-planes cine-MRI
CT

Min

Max

Mean

19
45
22

50
224
35

30
80
27

The preferred ﬁle format is the DICOM format (Digital Imaging
and Communications in Medicine) that contains unmodiﬁed images (Fig. 4a). However, in order to assess the robustness of our
methods, one CT examination saved as DICOM and three CT examinations saved as JPEG images (high quality/low compression rate)
were added to the data set. These four examinations contain embedded text around the SV (Fig. 4.b).
No temporal information is available, but there are many planes
along the aortic root. The four CT examinations have respectively
22, 23, 28 and 35 slices. The unavoidable radiation exposure is obviously the drawback of this technique, but it allows a good contrast for the aorta. Moreover CT provides a better spatial resolution
than cine-MRI.
MRI was performed on a 1.5 T magnetic resonance whole
body imager (Siemens Magnetom Avanto, Siemens Medical Solution, Germany) using a phased array thoracic coil. The cine-MR images were acquired using a breath-hold ECG-gated SSFP sequence
covering the whole cardiac cycle with the following acquisition parameters:

be the morphological internal gradient [16] that provides the 8connected edge of a shape by keeping interior pixels which have
an exterior pixel as neighbor.
Let E and  E be two functions related to the structure of
these shapes:
•

E is the participation of each object projection in global shape
edge:

∀ k ∈  1 ; n  , E ( a k ) =

•

|∇  (ak ) ∩ ∇  (E )|
|∇  (ak )|

(1)

E is between 0 and 1. If there is only one object, its participation is 100%, whereas if a region is entirely overlapped or
surrounded by others, its participation is null.
The regions superposition  E can be quantiﬁed by following
function:

∀ k ∈  1 ; n  , E ( a k ) =

|E | − |E − ak |
.
|E |

n

|ai |
|ak |
i=1

•
•
•
•
•

(2)

•
•

The ﬁrst term in the equation 2 is the area where only the
considered object projection (ak ) is present, normalized by the
global area. The second term is a weighting linked with the size
of the considered region compared with others. A high contribution means that a region is almost totally distinct from the
others.

•

Cine-MRI provides temporal information including the movement and the deformation of the SV and the opening and the closing of the valves. Even without contrast media, the contrast between the blood and tissues is high. On the other hand, temporal
and spatial resolutions are limited by the duration of the breathhold. Hence, quality and quantity of images directly depends on
patient capabilities.
Aortic CT angiography was performed using a secondgeneration dual-source 128-MDCT (Deﬁnition Flash, Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany), with ECG-triggering. The following parameters were used:

The complexity of a shape depends on the number of elliptical
objects that deﬁne it and the choice of two intervals of tolerance
for E and  E .
The shapes drawn by the SV in the image plane can be seen as
a star domain and a subset of shapes composed by partially overlapped ellipses with the following constraints:
•

•
•

Repetition time (TR): 1.54 ms;
Echo time (TE): 1.49 ms;
17 lines per segment;
Pulse ﬂip angle (α ): 65 degrees;
Slice thickness: 5 mm;
Temporal resolution: 27 ms per image;
Isotropic in plane spatial resolution: from 0.7 mm per pixel
to 2.0 mm per pixel, according to the patient examination
(mean=1.2 mm, standard deviation=0.4 mm);
Number of planes: between 1 and 7.

The eccentricity e must be in [0; 0.4] to prevent unrealistic
cusps.
E and  E must be chosen in the interval [0.25; 0.66];
k ≤ 3 and for k = 3, ∀(k ) ∈ 1; 3, ∇  (ak ) ∩ ∇  (E) is simply
connected. In other words, the three ellipses make a cluster, not
a sequence;

•
•
•
•
•

These limits have been empirically estimated on ground reality
and the difference between the sizes of ellipses is also indirectly
controlled by the limits of the superposition  E .
The position of commissures is directly given by the junctions
of the edge of ellipses along the global edge, i.e. the extremities of
each set of edge pixels {edge(E) ∩ edge(ak)}.

2 × 64 × 0.6 mm collimation;
0.28 s rotation time;
pitch of 0.25;
120 kV tube voltage;
320 mAs tube current-time product.

A contrast agent was injected intravenously at a rate of 5 mL/s
(80 mL Iomeron [400 mg iodine/mL], Bracco Altana Pharma, Milan,
Italy). Axial cross-sectional image reconstructions of the aortic sinus were performed and analyzed on a separate workstation using
a mediastinal window in order to select relevant intensities (1 mm
axial cross-sectional, perpendicular to the vessel center line, Window: 60 0–80 0, Level: 10 0–20 0).

3. Data
The data set is composed of 44 single plane cine-MRI, 8 multiplane cine-MRI and 4 Aortic CT angiographies.
A single plane cine-MRI has from 19 images to 50 images (30
images on average) whereas a multi-plane cine-MRI has from 45
images to 224 images (80 images on average) (Table 1). Regarding
the multi-plane cine-MRI examinations, one of them has 7 planes,
three have 5 planes and the four others have 3 planes. The resolution of the ﬁrst mentioned examination is equal to 1.56 mm per
pixel whereas the resolution of the others is equal to 0.96 mm per
pixel.

4. Methods
The aim of this method is the segmentation and the measurement of SV. The proposed model consists of three parts. The ﬁrst
part is the preprocessing part for SV localization. The second part
deals with SV segmentation and edge extraction. The last part aims
to SV measurements.
The methods involved in the ﬁrst part are as follows: as a ﬁrst
step, a normalization and binarization are done. In the second step,
an organs segmentation is done using mathematical morphology

3

Fig. 4. Database image examples. a) MRI image. b) CT image with embedded text.

where γ is the morphological opening and ϕ is the morphological
closing. The morphological closing ﬁlls dark organs inside the body
while the opening erases superﬁcial fat signals.
4.1.1. Organs extraction
Considering acquisition conditions, the aortic root appears as
an hyperintense region. In order to prevent the inﬂuence of small
hyperintense regions which can appear in some cases, each image Iz (k) is normalized between 0 and 1 under the following constraint: High values are clipped until the number of pixels set to
1 is signiﬁcant (for instance, greater than 0.2% of the number of
pixels in the image |Iz (k)|). This normalization is noted c , with
c the percentage of pixels set to 1. Considering that pixels with a
value higher than 30% of the maximum intensity after the normalization are bright pixels, we also introduced Tc , the binary image
that indicates which pixels of the normalization are bright.
For each image frame, bright pixels inside the body (Fig. 5a) are
consequently given by:

Fig. 5. Main steps of the extraction of bright regions. Bright pixels (a) are found
and bright regions (b) are identiﬁed in each image of the examination. Finally, a
correction is applied (c) in order to only preserve the regions that are visible in the
previous, current and next frames.

A1z (k ) = Tc (Iz (k ) ◦ Az )

processing and a priori information. In the third step, blob trajectories are computed to identify aorta root (Fig. 5). In the second
part, a SV edges extraction method is implemented. This new polar
geodesic operator named Aurora Transform (AT) allows us to precisely deﬁne SV edges despite connections with neighbor organs.
The ﬁnal part deals with the computer aided diagnosis process. To
carry out this task, several processes are done: SV edge relevant
points detection, temporal tracking and measurements.
In the following, a 3D+t data set is considered. We note Iz (k) as
the frame number k in the slice number z.

A2z (k ) = γ (ϕ (H (A1z (k )), BR3 ), BR4 )

where ◦ depicts the Hadamard product of two matrices. According to the ﬁrst general property of the SV (enumerated in
Section 2.2.1), SV are mostly composed of bright pixels. In order to
verify the second and the third properties, the images A1z (k) are
then regularized. Holes are ﬁlled by geodesic reconstruction, elements which are close to each other are merged by closing, small
elements are erased by opening:

(5)

with BR3 and BR4 two disks coherent with the common sizes of
the SV. In order to keep exact shapes, A2z (k) is then geodesically
reconstructed inside A1z (k) and a dilation by a small structuring
element BR5 guarantees that the SV are entirely inside this new set
(Fig. 5b):

A3z (k ) = γ REC (A1z (k ), A2z (k ) ◦ A1z )  BR5

4.1. SV localization

(6)

Finally, considering the fourth and the ﬁfth properties of the
SV, a constraint of temporal coherence can be applied. Let BR6 be
a small structuring element which simulates acceptable movement
and growing. Each bright region of the current frame must be included inside the dilated bright region of the previous and the next
frame:

Since the operators of mathematical morphology directly relate
to shape, they are easy-to-use and efficient for image segmentation
[17–19]. Since the body globally does not move during the examination, the area Az locating the interior of the body in each slice
can be deduced from only the ﬁrst image Iz (1). Let BR1 be a disk
whose radius is coherent with the common mean body size and
BR2 be a disk with a radius close to the mean thickness of the fat
around the body. Az is deﬁned as followed:

Az = γ (ϕ (Tc (Iz (1 )), BR1 ), BR2 )

(4)

A4z ( k ) = ( A3z ( k − 1 )  BR6 ) ◦ A3z ( k ) ◦ ( A3z ( k + 1 )  BR6 )

(7)

For the ﬁrst (respectively the last) frame, only the existing next (respectively previous) frame is considered. This ﬁnal set representing
bright regions including the SV or the aortic root (Fig. 5c).

(3)

4

Fig. 6. Localization of bright regions. a) Main edges inside the area depicted in Fig. 5d. b) Distance transform on main edges. c) Local maxima in b). d) Detected trajectories.
The bottom left point in c) is eliminated. This point is not inside any trajectory since it is missing in most frames.

On a binary image I, holes of shapes can be ﬁlled, whatever
their sizes, by considering the geodesic reconstruction of the image
border inside the set of black pixels. This operation is noted H(I).
Let I be a square grayscale image of size 2s + 1 that contains
I
a simply connected shape I0 surrounding p0 , the center of I. Let 
be the set of pixels on the border of I. Since I is a square, each
border pixel is at the same distance from the center considering
the Chebyshev distance (∀ p ∈ 
I, | p − p0 |∞ = s + 1).
In this discrete set, I0 is called a star domain according to p0
if all line segments of [25] from p0 to each pixel of the edge of
I0 are completely inside I0 . This means that in centered polar coordinates, the edge function of the shape is well-deﬁned and can
be continuously described (in terms of pixel connectivity). Using
this postulate, a new transform and a new reconstruction based
on geodesic reconstruction are proposed in order to more easily
and more precisely detect the edge of centered star domains inside grayscale images.
The classical geodesic dilations and reconstruction are isotropic.
Hence intensities spread in all the directions (Fig. 7b). To correct
this point, a spread that is only radial is built, from p0 to each pixel
of 
I. For this purpose, Bresenham’s line algorithm extracts segments in each direction. This constitutes the linear sets L(p) of radii
linked to each pixel p of the border 
I to the center p0 . It does not
avoid redundancy but ensures that all pixels of I are used at least
once. It also does not exactly provide a constant angular resolution
but it is very simple and avoids approximation and interpolation.
Moreover, each radius has the same size: ∀ p ∈ 
I , |L ( p )| = s + 1.
A geodesic reconstruction is separately performed on each set
L(p) from the shared core p0 . All results are then juxtaposed to
constitute a two-dimensional matrix where the abscissa corresponds to the direction and the ordinate corresponds to the radius
(this is almost a (r, θ ) plane as found in the transform proposed by
Radon and Parks [26]). On images containing a centered star domain and surrounding shapes, this polar transform seems like an
aurora borealis (Fig. 7d). Hence, we called it the Aurora Transform
(AT) and is noted Ŵ (I) where I is an image.
To complete this transform, a Cartesian representation of AT is
done and is named the polar geodesic reconstruction as opposed to
the classic geodesic reconstruction (Fig. 7c). We see that the spread
of intensities is restricted to beam directions and therefore is more
limited than with the classic geodesic reconstruction (Fig. 7b).

4.1.2. Trajectories
Even if each organ is not separately identiﬁed in A4z (k), a point
per region can be estimated in order to track each region. SV and
aortic root are star domains whose associated detected points will
be near to their center.
Firstly main edges are detected inside the bright regions using
the centered differences approximating gradient ∇ (c (I)):

A5z (k ) = Tc (|∇ (c (Iz (k )))| ◦ A4z (k ))

(8)

In order to reduce the artifact of noise and blood ﬂow that can
induce isolated irrelevant small edges, edges are eroded by a unit
disk and geodesically reconstructed (Fig. 6a):

A6z (k ) = γ REC (A5z (k )  B1 , A5z (k ))

(9)

In order to ﬁnd the points that are locally the farthest from the
edges inside the bright regions, the Euclidean distance transform δ
[20] is then computed (Fig. 6b):

A7z (k ) = δ (A6z (k )) ◦ A4z (k ))

(10)

Farthest points are those having a local maximum intensity inside A7z (k) (Fig. 6c). From these maxima, a trajectory per region is
deﬁned. The trajectory of a region is a set composed of one point
located inside the region per frame. Closest points from a frame
to the next one are aggregated inside the same trajectory (Fig. 6d).
Then, abnormal trajectories (containing aberrant or missing points)
are ﬁlled by barycenters of the two temporally closest points. Considering the distance between each point and the barycenter of the
trajectory, some aberrant points are detected using the usual centered conﬁdence interval of six standard deviations.
If the distance between trajectories is less than 30 mm [21],
only one is retained. Natural and not noisy trajectories i.e. less
corrected ones are favored. If not, the most stable one is retained
using the standard deviation of distances between points and the
barycenter. If 3D spatial information is available, trajectories relevancy is increased by selecting similar trajectories over distinct
2D planes. If there are more than one trajectory at the end of the
automatic process, the only one which is inside the SV is manually selected. A square Region Of Interest (ROI) centered on the
selected trajectory allows to track it. The ROI size is automatically
set to 80 mm [22] in order to completely include the aortic root
and the SV on each frame.

4.2.2. Edge extraction
A ﬁrst approach, proposed by Blanchard et al. [1] allows a reliable measurement of the SV using cine-MRI, especially for the diagnosis of SV dilations [13]. However when same density organs
are connected to SV, some SV edges cannot be correctly found. In
order to enhance the quality of the detection and work on static
examinations, a new morphological method called Aurora Edge Extractor (AEE) was elaborated and is presented here. Using the vertical component of the centered gradient of the Aurora Transform
(Fig. 8c), SV edges can be more precisely detected (Fig. 8b) from
MRI sequences and also on static views like in CT. In the next sections, we explain how dynamic examinations are registered to be

4.2. Polar geodesic reconstruction and aurora transform
A new approach, based on a polar geodesic reconstruction and
a speciﬁc transform, is proposed. The extraction of star domains is
then simpliﬁed, particularly in case of connected organ edges.
4.2.1. Theory
The grayscale geodesic reconstruction allows one to recovers an
area from a marker [23,24]. The reconstruction γ REC of function f
from g is the supremum of the geodesic dilations of g inside f:

γ REC ( f, g) = Sup{In f (g  Br , f ), r > 0}

(11)
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Fig. 7. Polar geodesic reconstruction and Aurora transform. a) Initial MR-image containing a centered SV. b) Geodesic reconstruction from the center. c) Polar geodesic
reconstruction. d)Aurora transform Ŵ (I).

Fig. 8. Edge extraction using the Aurora transform. a) Initial image Ik centered on a SV. b) Continuous edge found. c) Vertical gradient of the Aurora transform ∇Ŵy (Ik ).

in the same place from one image to another and how the radial
edge of the SV is extracted.
Considering a single image Ik from a sequence I1 , . . . , In of ROI
y
centered on the SV, let ∇Ŵ (Ik ) be the vertical component of the
centered gradient of the Aurora transform. Main radial edges are
y
sought in ∇Ŵ (Ik ). Highest intensities are employed as initial markers. From each marker a complete path (without interruption) is
drawn by seeking the highest intensity in the left and in the right
around the path under construction. If there is no high intensity anymore, i.e. if the path falls in an homogeneous region, the
edge is sought in the polar representation of the initial image. A
path ends when there is no longer an edge in its neighborhood
y
in ∇Ŵ (Ik ). The image containing the drawing of all paths is noted
ε1 (Ik ). After selection of the more contrasted complete path, the
inverse of ε 1 transform gives the location of main radial edges in
the initial image.
Fig. 9. Visual assessment of the registration. Minimum (a), mean (b) and maximum
(c) intensities on a whole sequence before registration. Minimum (d), mean (e) and
maximum (f) intensities after registration.

4.2.3. Image registration in dynamic examinations
Using the number of edge pixels that match between two images as a criterion to maximize, images of the whole examination
can be registered and new ROI I1R , . . . , InR are extracted so that the
SV is motionless inside them. The registration is dynamically assessed by building a video from these ROI. Its efficiency is also
highlighted by building three images before and after the registration: they respectively contain the minimum, the mean and
the maximum intensities in each location on the whole sequence
(Fig. 9).

The vertical gradient can then be masked by a region encompassing the main radial edges of the sequence:

 

∇2y (IkR ) = ∇1y (IkR ) ◦ Tc
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p=1

n



ε1 (IRp )



 B5 , ∀k ∈ [1, n]

(12)

Hence vertical gradients that are not relevant are set to zero and
do not inﬂuence the detection of SV edge.

close to each other. The radius Re q of a disk of same area as the SV
region deﬁnes the minimum distance between two points of the
same type. This constraint and the temporal or spatial coherence
allow to reliably locate commissures and cusp points.

4.2.4. Main cyclic radial edge
The SV contour contained in an image is deﬁned as the inverse
transform of the main cyclic path found in the Aurora transform
y
y
(using ∇1 (Ik ) or ∇2 (IkR ) if there is registration).
Main radial edges are determined in the same way as for the
y
previous step, drawing paths from highest intensities in ∇1 (Ik ).
Then a cyclic path is built by selecting best candidates among all
paths found and completed if necessary:
•

•

4.4. Measurement section
Today, the maximum diameter in SV is employed to evaluate
the SV dilations. Nevertheless, some other measurements could be
useful. According to the mean number of commissures, SV can be
morphologically classiﬁed as a bicuspid valve or a tricuspid valve.
This classiﬁcation is not always similar to the functional classiﬁcation of SV [27], since the study of the SV does not include the detection of raphe between valves. With a knowledge of the position
of SV center, commissures and cusps points (Fig. 2), our method
can provide the following measurements:

y

For each abscissa in ∇1 (Ik ), if one and only one pixel belongs
to a path, this position is retained as the edge of the SV for this
abscissa.
Otherwise, if there is an interval of abscissae having none or
more than one path, the two extremities of SV edges already
found around the interval are linked by the best geodesic path
that can be found.

•
•

4.2.5. Spatial and temporal corrections
Finally each detection is corrected according to temporal (respectively spatial) stability according to the fourth (respectively the
sixth) property in Section 2.2.1.
Indeed, in image sequences, the shape drawn by the SV is almost constant. Hence aberrant radii are identiﬁed by computing,
on the whole cardiac cycle, the mean and the standard deviation
of all the radii for each direction. They are then replaced by the
barycenter of the two closest reliable radii.
In multi-slice examinations, the difference of the SV shape between two successive slice is very limited. Hence the edge of the
SV shape Sz at a given level must be included in the neighborhood
of the SV edge of neighbor levels:

•

•
•

between two commissures;
between a cusp and the opposite commissure (for tribetween a cusp and the two commissures for bicuspid
between two cusps;
between the center and a cusp.

Our method can be successfully used to detect SV dilation [13].
These measures based on relevant points could have more morphological meaning than a maximum arbitrary radius in our mind.
The distance between a cusp and the center of the SV could also
be a good general measure for SV dilation diagnosis, whatever the
morphology of the SV, especially when the dilation is located in
only one cusp.
4.4.1. Detection of the phase of the cardiac cycle
Using the position of commissures and center in each image,
the binary predominance of being a diastolic or a systolic image
can be estimated for tricuspid cases.
A Region Of Interest (ROI) for this classiﬁcation is deﬁned as a
geodesic dilation of the commissure ﬁlled triangle (Fig. 10). Thus,
the ROI completely encompasses the area of valve opening. Afterwards, this ROI is segmented twice in order to deﬁne positive and
negative regions for diastolic and systolic phases (ﬁnal regions in
Fig. 10).
The systolic positive region S+ is deﬁned as a geodesic dilation
of the segments that connect commissures inside the ROI whereas
the diastolic positive region D+ is built by performing a geodesic
dilation of the segments between commissures and the center. The
respective negative regions (S− and D− ) are simply the relative
complement of positive regions with respect to the ROI.
The arithmetic mean m(R, I) that provides the average intensity
value of a region R inside an image I allows to build a diastole criterion T and a systole criterion T . We propose to compute them
using the following formulae:

∇  (Sz ) ⊂ ((Sz−1  BR ∩ Sz+1  BR ) − (Sz−1  BR ∪ Sz+1  BR ))
(13)
SV shapes are corrected according to this constraint in CT examinations and multiplane cine-MRI.
4.3. Extraction of shape and relevant points
In order to reduce the effect of digitization on the study of the
SV shape, the resolution of SV shapes is ﬁrstly multiplied by ﬁve
without interpolation. There is no spatial shift during the increasing of the resolution. To compensate for the bias introduced by the
pixel spacing in the initial resolution, an erosion is applied. Thus
the ﬁnal SV shape Sz∗ (k ) is given by the following equation:

Sz∗ (k ) = (ϕ (γ (χ (Sz (k ), 5 ), B5 ), B5 ))  B5

distance
distance
cuspid);
distance
cases;
distance
distance

(14)

with χ (I, m), the nearest-neighbor interpolation of I that increases
the resolution by a factor m. The relevant points extraction is based
on the geometrical propriety of this shape.
4.3.1. Center of the SV
Considering the positions of maxima in the Euclidean distance
transform of Sz∗ (k ), the SV center is the isobarycenter of these locations. This is the same principle as in the automatic localization
of the SV with the exception that the edge of the aortic root is now
well-deﬁned.

T ( I ) = m ( D+ , I ) −

m ( D− , I )
2

(15)

T (I ) = m(S+ , I ) −

m (S− , I )
2

(16)

The mean of the negative region is always divided by two in order to promote the real contours of the valves instead of potential noise induced by blood ﬂow. The maximum of the two criteria
gives the phase of the studied image.

4.3.2. Local extrema in polar edge study
Firstly, local extreme radii are sought along the edge of each SV
shape. Cusp point candidates are edge pixels where the radius is
maximum whereas commissures are edge pixels where the radius
is minimum. Since each cusp has only one cusp point and is delimited by two commissures, two points of a same type cannot be

4.4.2. Valve post-process for assisted visualization
A valve tracking could be useful for the medical practitioner. For
example, the correct valves closing and opening can be detected.
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Fig. 10. Diagram of morphological steps used to build diastolic and systolic positive and negative regions.

Table 2
Numerical results of the automatic localization of bright organs in our whole data set. For each type of data, the number of success, the mean and the standard deviation (SD) are
given.

Cine-MRI (one plane)
Multi-planes cine-MRI
CT

Fig. 11. Detection of valves boundaries using opened snakes. The ten images are
from the same cine-MRI examination.

Success (Y/N)

Mean

SD

42 / 2
7/1
4/0

0.95
0.88
1.00

0.21
0.35
0.00

fails and highlight the difficult cases for which our method was
successful.

Following the central SV region evolution during the cardiac cycle,
a mutual valves edge during systole (respectively a low maximum
open area) could indicate a raphe (respectively an aortic stenosis).
So precise edges of valves are needed. To ﬁnd them, an open active
contours is used (snakes as presented by Amini et al. [28]). The initialization is done by considering segments between commissures
(respectively segments that link commissures and the center) for
images of a systolic phase (respectively a diastolic phase). When
the minimization ends, each snake is close to valve boundaries due
to the grayscale homogeneity in each valve (Fig. 11).

5.1. Accuracy
The automatic localization is processed on all patient examinations. For each examination, the result is a set of seeds located in
bright organs on each frame. As the process deﬁnes seed trajectories, all seeds are present in each image of the sequence. In case
of several trajectories i.e. several bright organs detected (Fig. 12the
medical practitioner selects the SV seed by clicking on the correct
seed. So, to consider a successful SV localization, only one seed
must be located in the SV. That is to say that if there is no seed or
more than one seed in the SV, the process is a failure (Fig. 6d) and
a manual localization must be done.
The robustness of the localization is assessed by testing it on
some difficult cases. Except for three sequences, the localization is
always correct, especially with CT exams and even with those that
are saved as JPEG images containing embedded text around the SV.
The success rate is equal to 95% for single plane cine-MRI, 88%
for multiplanes cine-MRI and 100% for CT. Numerical results of the
automatic localization of the SV are given in Table 2.

5. Results
The experiments were done in Matlab on a dual core 2.4 GHz
and 3Go RAM PC. The presentation of results focuses on two aspects. The ﬁrst section deals with the accuracy of the methods and
the second one is centered on processing time considerations.
The statistical values of the processing time, the number of organs found, the number of points localized inside the SV are provided. Moreover, we also explain in which conditions our method
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Fig. 12. Frequency histogram of seeds number. Gray color indicates a success and black color a failure.

Table 3
Comparison between the percentages of success of edge extractor based on geodesic reconstruction and recent active contours
(expressed in percent according to the number of images in each
examination). Since BGR needs temporal information to be computed, this method is not used on CT examinations.

The edge extraction is the most important step of the study. The
results of AEE are compared with the Binarization of the Geodesic
Reconstruction (BGR) [1] and the three state-of-the-art methods
based on active contours: the Poisson Inverse Gradient (PIG) [29],
an active contour by Reaction–Diffusion Network (RDN) [30] and
the Region Scalable Fitting (RSF) [31]. In order to be efficient, these
methods needs to be parametrized. So, correct parameters have
been empirically chosen for each method on the whole data set.
The PIG method is a Gradient Vector Flow (GVF) [32] whose external force is the Vector Field Convolution (VFC) [33]. The Poisson
Inverse Gradient is used to initialize the VFC. The RDN method
is based on the propagation of topological waves. It provides a
grayscale picture where each gray level corresponds to a different
contour which represents the object viewed at a different scale.
This image is then thresholded on a constant scale to obtain the
desired contour. The RSF method proposes a region-based active
contour. For each side of the contour, a function is deﬁned to ﬁt
image intensity. The energy of each region depends on the local difference between the image and the ﬁtting functions. After
adding a common smoothing condition by penalizing the length of
the contour, the energy function is minimized by a standard gradient descent on a level set formulation making the evolution of the
contour. This active contour is able to cope with intensity inhomogeneity which is often present in medical imaging.
Each frame is processed by the ﬁve detectors methods and gives
ﬁve edges to evaluate. The resulting 6200 edges are then randomly
mixed in order to perform a blind evaluation by three experts.
Separately, the experts assessed each edge in a binary manner. An
edge is considered as correct if the maximum distance between it
and the expert true edge does not exceed two pixels. From these
18,600 results, an success rate, deﬁned as the ratio between the

Min (Frequency)

Max

Mean

SD

Cine-MRI

PIG
RDN
RSF
BGR
AEE

7
0
0
0
0

(1)
(7)
(5)
(4)
(4)

100
94
100
100
100

54
39
57
77
84

27
26
27
26
24

CT

PIG
RDN
RSF
BGR
AEE

55 (1)
0 (5)
7 (1)
–
57 (1)

86
77
100
–
100

65
23
57
–
89

12
29
30
–
11

number of correct edges and the number of examined ones, is deduced for each detector, examination and expert. For each detector,
the minimum, the maximum, the mean and the standard deviation
(SD) of the success rate by examination and expert are given in
Table 3. An average success rate by detector and examination over
the three experts is given as a boxplot in Fig. 13. An histogram of
success rate distribution on MRI data is given in Fig. 14.
For instance on cine-MRI sequences, the active contours average success rates are between 39% and 57%. These methods are far
from successful every time. For the developed methods, the BGR
succeeds in 77% of images on average. The use of the AEE based
on AT further increases the efficiency and the robustness of the SV
edge extraction (84% ± 24%). The AEE is also the best method on
CT examinations (89% ± 11%) (Table 3).
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Fig. 13. Graphical comparison between the percentages of success of edge extractors on IRM (a) and CT (b).

Fig. 14. Frequency histogram of edge extractor methods by mean success rate on MRI data.

Considering the relevant points extraction and measurement,
results were obtained using the most successful edge extractor:
AEE method. To compare with previous work [1], results with the
BGR extractor are shown. Moreover, these methods are automatic
and do not need any parametrization for each new examination.
Even if active contours are often used to segment medical images,
their limits are obvious when the parameters of the segmentation
must not be changed from one examination to another or from one
image to another. Some examples of AEE results from CT examinations can be shown on Fig. 15. The comparison is performed with a
linear regression analysis and the method proposed by Bland and
Altman [34] (Fig. 16).

5.2. Processing time considerations
The localization processing time is between 7 s and 2 min according to the resolution, the size and the number of images in
the examination. This time is acceptable to a medical practitioner
for a study of a patient examination. Moreover, the processing time
can be easily reduced with another implementation (in C language
for instance) on a more powerful computer. The statistical values
of processing time are given in Table 4.
The edge extraction processing time is shown in Table 5. RDN
method is the most time-consuming edge extractor. As the underlying FitzHugh–Nagumo equation is related to physic propagation, it needs a speciﬁc electronic implementation [30] to be
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Fig. 15. Some results of AEE from the CT examinations at different levels of the
aortic root. Initial ROI are shown on the top and detected edges are drawn at the
bottom. (a) Beginning of the ascending aorta (b) Aortic valve cross-section plane (c)
and (d) Low levels of the aortic root, under the aortic valve cross-section plane.

Table 4
Computation time (in seconds) of the automatic localization of
bright organs in our whole data set. The minimum, the maximum, the mean and the standard deviation (SD) of these values are given.

Cine-MRI (one plane)
Multi-planes cine-MRI
CT

Min

Max

Mean

SD

07
78
34

86
124
70

42
95
49

30
19
17

6. Discussion

Table 5
Comparison between the speed of edge extractor based
on geodesic reconstruction and recent active contours (expressed in second per slice for cine-MRI and in second per
examination for CT).
Min

Max

Mean

SD

Cine-MRI

PIG
RDN
RSF
BGR
AEE

2.3
25.1
17.3
0.4
12.5

14.8
3186.7
137.7
27.6
96.6

7.9
889.7
66.1
5.2
45.7

4.1
919.7
39.2
5.8
27.3

CT

PIG
RDN
RSF
BGR
AEE

5.5
46.8
46.7

21.2
604.1
200.7

10.0
251.6
91.7

7.5
306.6
73.4

–

–

–

–

14.2

75.9

33.0

29.0

Fig. 17. An artifact and a disease that can affect the correct automatic localization
of the SV. a) There is aliasing, mainly at the top of the picture. b) Due to the presence of calciﬁcation in an aortic stenosis, valve boundaries are too important and
there is a hyperintensity inside the opening of it.

time-efficient but, as it is, it cannot be used under decent conditions for a medical practitioner. BGR [1] and PIG processing time
are close. At most, they take less than 30 s. The average processing
time of RSF is close to one minute and the one of AEE is almost
equal to 45 s for cine-MRI sequences. On the data-set, these processing times are acceptable in medical practice.

Considering localization results (Table 2), the method fails on
three over forty four examinations. In the ﬁrst problematic examination (Fig. 17a), there is an aliasing artifact (a speciﬁc artifact in
MRI). Even if there is no overlapping near the SV, the proposed
normalization of the signal at the beginning of the localization step
is not relevant and the process fails. Nevertheless, it has been veriﬁed that the issue can be solved by normalizing the image according to the maximum intensity that is not located in the aliasing
area. There are some other examinations in the data set with aliasing, but its inﬂuence is lower and the localization succeeds without modifying the process. The two other sequences (Fig. 17b) fail
due to the presence of calciﬁcations. Indeed, valve boundaries are
simultaneously too dark and too thick. Moreover, there is an hyperintensity inside the triangle made by the valve opening which
is probably due to important blood ﬂow as a consequence of aortic stenosis. There is currently no solution for this case since the
method considers each cusp as a unique bright organ. However, a
manual SV localization by click is possible to continue the process
but can imply user-dependent results. As it is, the method detects
bright organs. This leads to an interaction from the medical practitioner to select the SV among all seeds. If the integration of a priori
information could reduce the number of seeds even a unique SV
seed. The use of phase contrast IRM also gives interesting results
on aorta automatic localization [35].
The study of the edge extraction results is ambiguous. On the
opposite of BGR and AEE methods, the active contours methods
need a parametrization and it inﬂuences results [36]. An approach
is to automatically found it thanks to a model [37] but it cannot
manage high variations. So, without an examination dependent parameters, the extracted edges quality can strongly vary. Although
the AEE method furnishes better results, it is difficult to conclude
on accuracy. However, the AEE method gives, in mean, good results. The critical point of the extraction is to obtain, at least, one

Fig. 16. Linear regression and Bland and Altman analysis results for comparison between automatic and manual measurements.
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Table 6
Comparison of measurement precision deduced from manual locations of relevant points, a detection based on the BGR (need
cine-data) and the detection based on the AEE (minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation (SD) of the differences with
this reference in millimeter).
Min

Max

Mean

SD

Cine-MRI

Inter-observer
BGR
AEE

−6.0
−8.5
−5

5.2
7.5
5

0.7
−0.2
0.4

1.9
2.3
1.8

CT

Inter-observer
BGR
AEE

−5.5
–
−3

3
–
2

0.1
–
0.1

1.3
–
1.3

correct edge to get measurements. Considering Table 3, four examinations evaluated by one expert do not return a correct edge with
the AEE extractor. In fact, the mean success rate (Fig. 14) is never
equal to zero for AEE extractor for the three experts at the same
time. Only the RDN and BGR fail, respectively, on two and one examinations. This points at the variability of the experts validation.
Once the relevant points obtained from an edge [1], the measurements can be deduced (Fig. 2). The measurements from the
two morphological edge extractors are close to manual measurements (Table 6). Particularly, there is an excellent agreement between the method proposed in this paper and the
manual measurement used as the reference for both cine-MRI
(difference=0.4 ± 1.8 mm) and CT examinations (difference=0.1 ±
1.3 mm). Indeed, there is no bias nor dispersion, whatever the acquisition technique used. On the whole data set, there is a correlation of r = 0.96 with y = 1.03x + 0.92.

7. Conclusions
In this paper we propose new mathematical morphology tools
in order to segment star domains. The Aurora Transform is here
applied to automate the study of SV from cine-MRI and static CT
examinations. After a description of the main morphological properties of SV, a complete method is proposed in order to automatically localize SV and extract its edge and relevant points. Durations, efficiency and robustness of our process allows to use it in
medical practice. The localization is repeatable and robust on the
whole data set. The extraction is more efficient than other state-ofthe-art methods. Compared with classical active contours, the AT
method enhances the fully automatic edge extraction of star domains such a SV. Moreover, the accuracy of deduced measurements
between relevant points are similar to manual measurements. Implemented in a dedicated software, the presented tools will be useful for the follow up of the patients and the surgery of the aortic
root. For instance, it will help surgeons to monitor bicuspid SV or
diagnose SV dilation and valve diseases. Moreover, the multi-plane
extraction of aortic root edges will also eventually allow to design
prostheses adapted to each patient in order to improve stress distribution and preserve valves.
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